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We suggest that the dark matter in the universe has quantum entanglement if the dark matter
is a Bose-Einstein condensation of ultra-light scalar particles. In this theory, any two regions of
a galaxy are quantum entangled due to the quantum nature of the condensate. We calculate the
entanglement entropy of a typical galactic halo, which turns out to be at least O(ln(M/m)), where
M is the mass of the halo and m is the mass of a dark matter particle. The entanglement can
be inferred from the rotation curves of the galaxy or the interference patterns of the dark matter
density.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter (DM) is one of the greatest mysteries in
physics and astronomy. Despite decade-long efforts, the
origin of DM defies a successful explanation. The flat-
ness of the galactic rotation curves implies the presence
of invisible DM in galactic halos [1], and any plausible
DM theory should explain the curves. Cold dark matter
(CDM) with the cosmological constant (ΛCDM) model
is very successful in explaining the large-scale structure
of the universe, but it encounters many difficulties at the
galactic scale and below. For example, numerical sim-
ulations with the ΛCDM model predict a cusped cen-
tral density and too many subhalos compared to obser-
vations [2–5].
Although several proposals consider dark subhalos or
baryonic feedback mechanisms to alleviate these con-
cerns, the consideration of an alternative to CDM play-
ing the role of CDM at the super-galactic scale and at
the same time suppressing sub-galactic structures is de-
sirable. Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) DM or scalar
field dark matter (SFDM) [6, 7] may be a good alterna-
tive to CDM. In this model, DM is a BEC of ultra-light
scalar particles with mass m ≃ 10−22eV [8], which im-
plies a large DM Compton wavelength comparable to a
galaxy core. This long wavelength prevents the forma-
tion of DM-dominated structures smaller than a dwarf
galaxy. Beyond this scale, the coherent nature of BEC
DM makes it behave like CDM, hence solving the prob-
lems of CDM. This behavior was confirmed by a recent
high precision numerical study [9, 10].
The idea that DM is an ultra-light boson condensate
has a long history. (See Refs. 11–16 for a review.) Balde-
schi et al. [17] considered galactic halos of self-gravitating
bosons, and Membrado et al. [18] obtained the rotation
curves for a self-gravitating boson sphere. Sin [6] sug-
gested that galactic halos were like gigantic atoms made
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of ultra-light BEC DM such as pseudo Nambu-Goldstone
bosons. In that model, the boson DM particles are de-
scribed by using a single macroscopic wave function of
kpc size, and the quantum uncertainty principle prevents
halos from self-gravitational collapse. In the context of
field theory and general relativity, Lee and Koh [7] sug-
gested that DM halos are giant boson stars described by
the Einstein-Klein-Gordon (EKG) Equations. Widrow
and Kaiser [19] suggested a new numerical method uti-
lizing the Schro¨dinger equation for collisionless matter.
Similar ideas have been developed by many authors in
terms of fuzzy DM, BEC DM, wave DM or ultra-light
axions [8, 20–36]. These models of dark mater (Scalar
field dark matter: SFDM hereafter) have been shown to
be able to explain the observed rotation curves [22, 37–
41], the large scale structures of the universe [9], the min-
imum mass and the size of galaxies [42, 43], the cosmic
background radiation, spiral arms [44] and more. Works
have also been done on the stability of BEC halos [45].
On the other hand, quantum entanglement (a nonlo-
cal quantum correlation) [46] is an important physical
resource for quantum information processing such as the
quantum key distribution and quantum computing. Fur-
thermore, entanglement is considered as a new order pa-
rameter for condensed matter systems such as a BEC.
Recently, entanglement was proposed to be the key to
understand dark energy [47], gravity [48] and even the
spacetime itself [49]. Several other works link cosmol-
ogy with entanglement. (See Ref. 50 for a review.)
These works usually focuse on the generation of quan-
tum field entanglement during the cosmic expansion, es-
pecially during inflation [51]. Quantum fluctuation, and
hence, quantum entanglement of the cosmic vacuum can
influence the density perturbation during and after the
inflationary phase. From these perspectives, understand-
ing the entanglement among DM particles is meaningful.
In this paper, we show that the SFDM in the uni-
verse has entanglement among DM particles. Although
DM makes up about 26% of the universe, its entangle-
ment has not been studied so far. Because BEC shows
a macroscopic quantum behavior by definition, an ex-
2pectation that the SFDM would also have galactic-scale
quantum entanglement is reasonable. In section II, we
study the entanglement of the SFDM in a dwarf galaxy.
In section III, we show how to decide the entanglement
from observations. In section IV, we discuss our findings.
II. ENTANGLEMENT OF BOSE-EINSTEIN
CONDENSATE DARK MATTER
SFDM behaves as a coherent wave with a kpc wave-
length while conventional CDM is usually treated as clas-
sical point particles. In the SFDM model [6], the galac-
tic DM halo is a single giant boson star, which can be
described with a wave function ψ(r) of the non-linear
Schro¨dinger equation (the Gross-Pitaevskii equation )
or equivalently with the following Schro¨dinger-Poisson
equations (SPEs):
i~∂tψ = − ~
2
2m
∇2ψ +mΦψ, (1)
∇2Φ = 4piGm|ψ|2
with a self-gravitation potential Φ, wherem is the mass of
an individual DM particle. Note that the number density
of local dark matter is proportional to |ψ(r)|2. Φ plays
the role of a trap potential for the galactic BEC. For sim-
plicity, we ignore visible matter in this paper, which is
a good approximation for DM-dominated galaxies. The
SPEs can be obtained from the mean field approximation
of a many-body BEC Hamiltonian or the Newtonian ap-
proximation of the SFDM Lagrangian [7].
For the study of the entanglement of the SFDM, the
SPEs are not enough, and we need a multi-particle for-
malism. In the many-body theory of a BEC, one usually
decomposes the field operator with the annihilation op-
erator aα as
Ψˆ(r) =
∑
α
ψα(r)aα, (2)
where the single-particle wave functions ψα(r) are or-
thonormal, i.e.,∑
α
ψα(r)ψ
∗
α(r
′) = δ(r − r′). (3)
Then, Ψˆ(r) fulfills the commutation relation
[Ψˆ(r), Ψˆ†(r′)] = δ(r − r′)1. The SFDM has a high
phase-transition temperature (Tc ≫ TeV ), and the
present temperature of DM is so low that we can treat a
SFDM state as a zero-temperature BEC state. At zero
temperature, all boson particles are in the ground state,
which is represented by
|Ψ0〉 = a0
†N
√
N !
|0〉, (4)
where N is the number of DM particles, |0〉 denotes the
vacuum state, and a†0 =
∫
d3rψ0(r)Ψˆ
†(r). ψ0(r) is the
lowest energy mode function for a single particle in a
boson halo, which can be obtained by solving the SPEs
(Eq. (1)) .
Studies on the entanglement of a BEC in labs usually
focuses on a spinor BEC or a multi-component BEC.
However, for our purpose, we need a formalism for a
single-component scalar BEC. Following the formalisms
in Refs. 52 and 53, we consider the entanglement be-
tween two subregions, A and B, of a galaxy. For example,
the regions A and B can be the central part and an outer
part of a galaxy, respectively.
For the calculation of the entanglement between two
regions of a galaxy, annihilation operators (aA, aB) for
subsystems are conveniently defined as
a†A =
1
PA
∫
r∈A
d3r ψ0(r)Ψˆ
†(r), (5)
a†B =
1
PB
∫
r∈B
d3r ψ0(r)Ψˆ
†(r),
where PA =
∫
r∈A d
3
r|ψ0(r)|2 = 1 − PB = 1 −∫
r∈B
d3r|ψ0(r)|2. This means that a†A creates a DM par-
ticle in subregion A, and the probability to find the par-
ticle there is PA. Then, the ground state becomes
|Ψ0〉 = 1√
N !
(
√
PAa
†
A +
√
PBa
†
B)
N |0〉 (6)
=
1√
N !
N∑
k=0
NCk
√
P kAP
N−k
B a
†k
A a
†(N−k)
B |0〉
=
N∑
k=0
√
NCkP kAP
N−k
B |k〉A|N − k〉B
≡
N∑
k=0
√
λk|k〉A|N − k〉B,
where a†k|0〉 =
√
k!|k〉 and λk = NCkP kAPN−kB . Note
that the final state is not separable; thus, any part of
DM in a galactic halo is entangled with the DM in other
regions in the same galaxy.
The measure of entanglement we choose is the entan-
glement entropy
SE = −
∑
k
λklnλk, (7)
which is the entropy of the reduced density matrix ρA ≡
TrB(|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0|). As N →∞, the De Moivre-Laplace the-
orem
λk = NCkP
k
AP
N−k
B ≃
1√
2piNPAPB
exp
(
− (k −NPA)
2
2NPAPB
)
(8)
implies that the reduced density matrix has a normal
3distribution with entropy
SE(λk) ≃ 1
2
ln(2pieNAPB) (9)
=
1
2
ln
(
2pie
MA
m
(1− MA
M
)
)
=
1
2
ln
(
MA
m
(1− MA
M
)
)
+ 1.42,
where NA = NPA is the mean particle number in sub-
region A and MA = mNA is the mass of the subregion
A. Note that by definition SE is symmetric under an in-
terchange of A and B. This means SE has a maximum
value 12 ln(pieNA) when PA = PB = 1/2.
For m = 10−22eV [8] and MA ≪M ,
SE(λk) ≃ 1
2
ln(MA/M⊙) + 102.42 (10)
with the solar mass M⊙. For a typical galaxy, the halo
mass is M ≃ 1011M⊙, so we expect SE = O(102). This
is not a big number, but this value is just for the entan-
glement for a specific bisection of a galaxy. Furthermore,
entanglement may exist between other modes we did not
consider. Therefore, SE in Eq. (10) should be treated as
a lower bound for the entanglement of a galaxy.
To see how the entanglement scales, we consider a bi-
partite system that consists of a spherical subregion (A)
within a radial distance r from the center of galaxy and
an outer region (B) beyond r. These regions could be
parts of dwarf galaxies or a solitonic core and a surround-
ing cloud of BEC, as shown in Ref. 9. We first need to
know the wave function to study the entanglement.
The DM mass enclosed inside r is given by
MA(r) = 4pim
∫ r
0
dr′r′2|ψ0(r′)|2, (11)
where ψ0 is the single-particle wave function for the
halo with the normalization 4pi
∫∞
0 dr
′r′2|ψ0(r′)|2 = N =
M/m, with M being the total halo mass. Because in the
SFDM model, all DM particles are in a single wave func-
tion, ψ0 is enough for the current calculation. We expect
the dominant contribution of the entanglement SE to be
concentrated on the boundary region between region A
and region B, as usual. However, in this paper, we do
not separately consider the boundary effect.
UsingMA(r), we can obtain the entanglement between
A and B as a function of r from Eq. (10). Then, the
rotation velocity
Vrot(r) =
√
GMA(r)
r
, (12)
which can be observed, is directly related to the entan-
glement
SE(r) ≃ 1
2
ln
(
rV 2rot(r)
GM⊙
)
+ 102.42; (13)
hence, we can infer the DM entanglement by observing
the rotation curves of the galaxy.
To be concrete, let us consider a dwarf galaxy. Dwarf
galaxies are the smallest DM-dominated objects and are
ideal for DM study. The ground state of the SPEs is
known to explain the rotation curves of dwarf galaxies
well [22, 37–40]. The SPEs for a dwarf galaxy have an
approximate analytic solution ψ0(r) = ψ0(0)e
−r2/r2
c [15]
for the single-particle ground state, where rc is the core
radius of the DM halo.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The approximate dark matter
wave function ψ0 (solid line) for a small galactic halo
and the rescaled mass inside r, MA(r)/M (red dashed
line), as functions of distance r (in units of the halo
core radius rc) from the halo center. The dotted line
represents the numerical solution of the SPE for ψ0.
The wave functions are rescaled as ψ0(0) = 1.
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FIG. 2: Entanglement entropy between a central
spherical region and the outside of the region as a
function of r up to 3rc.
Figure 1 shows the above approximate solution, which
looks quite similar to the numerical solution to the SPEs.
The approximate solution has no sharp boundary, and
an arbitrary a spatial cut off is chosen at 3rc. Then, the
normalization condition 4pi
∫ 3rc
0 drr
2|ψ0(r)|2 = N gives
ψ0(0) ≃ αr−3/2c N1/2 with α = 0.713. Thus, the approxi-
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FIG. 3: Rotation velocity in km/s of the model halo
with rc = 100 pc.
mate ground-state wave function is
ψ0(r) = αN
1/2 e
−r2/r2
c
r
3/2
c
, (14)
and inserting Eq. (14) into Eq. (11) gives
MA(r) =
piα2
4
(√
2pi erf
[√
2r
rc
]
− 4e− 2r
2
rc
2
r
rc
)
M, (15)
where erf denotes the error function. Now inserting
MA(r) into Eq. (10) gives SE(r) as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 1 and 2 show an example with M = 107M⊙,
which can be a model for a dwarf galaxy. For comparison,
the wave function is rescaled, and M(r) is given in units
of M . Figure 2 shows SE(r), which is a rapidly rising
function for small r and approaches a maximum value
as MA(r) approaches M/2. One should notice that our
approximate formula for SE is valid only forNA, NB ≫ 1;
hence, it is invalid as r → 0 or as r → ∞. However,
obviously SE(r = 0) = 0 because |Ψ〉 = |0〉A|N〉B if
NA = 0. SE is not small even for a small r because the
particle mass m is extremely small compared to MA(r).
Even a tiny region (say the solar system) has a gigantic
number of DM particles that can be entangled with other
regions. Due to the long wavelength of the BEC DM
particles, all parts of a galaxy are entangled with other
parts of the galaxy. Figure 3 shows the rotation curve for
the model galaxy. Recall that SE(r) is related to Vrot(r)
via Eq. (13).
III. ENTANGLEMENT AND INTERFERENCE
How can we detect the entanglement of DM in the
sky? We can utilize the separability criterion based on
interference for an atomic BEC in labs for the SFDM
[52, 54]. Let us consider three cases: 1) typical CDM,
2) separable bosonic quantum DM with a fixed N , and
3) entangled bosonic quantum DM with a fixed N like
the SFDM. CDM particles such as WIMPs (weakly inter-
acting massive particles) are usually treated as classical
point particles without coherence. Therefore, we cannot
expect any macroscopic quantum interference pattern or
entanglement in galaxies made of typical CDM.
For separable DM states, one may expect some in-
terference effects. However, the separable states cannot
have perfect interference for a fixedN . This can be shown
by following the arguments for a BEC in Refs. 52 and
54. All bipartite separable states have a density matrix
in the form of
ρ =
∑
j
pjρ
(j)
A ⊗ ρ(j)B , (16)
where ρ
(j)
A represents the j-th density matrix for the sub-
system A. Then, according to the uncertainty principle,
the separable states should satisfy the following inequal-
ity:
(
(∆N)2 + 1
) (
(∆(aA − aB))2 + 1
) ≥ 〈N〉ρ
4
+
1
8
, (17)
where the real-valued variance for an observable A is
(∆A)2 ≡ 〈A†A〉ρ − |〈A〉ρ|2 for a given density matrix
ρ and 〈N〉ρ = N is the total number of DM particles.
This inequality is from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
with the number operator N = a†a. (See Eq. (4) of Ref.
54). Thus, the separable states cannot have a very small
particle number variation ∆N and perfect interference
(i.e., (∆(aA − aB))2 = 0) at the same time for large N .
Separable states with (∆N)2 > O(N) can have clear in-
terference [54], but no quantum DM model in this class
has been found so far. Thus, we will not consider this ex-
otic case in this paper. (The total mass or N of halo DM
is related to the gravitational influence of DM on astro-
nomical objects around the halos. In a sense, this gives a
continuous measurement of N by the objects; hence, we
expect the DM state describing the halos as a whole to
be one with almost fixed N .)
On the other hand, entangled states can have very
small particle number variation and clear interference
at the same time, violating the inequality in Eq. (17)
[54]. Therefore, the presence of a clear interference pat-
tern in the DM distribution can be a plausible criterion
for DM entanglement. This interference pattern in the
halo’s DM density distribution might be inferred from fu-
ture precise observations of rotation curves, gravitational
lensing [55], and pulsa timing [56, 57], as well as from the
data acquired by gravitational wave detectors [58].
As a toy example, we consider the DM interference
fringes of two colliding galaxies A and B [59]. Note
that now the regions A and B belong to two different
colliding halos. If the SFDM particles in these galaxies
are entangled, we would observe interferences violating
the inequality in Eq. (17). This situation is quite similar
to the interference experiment using an atomic BEC in
a double-well potential in labs, so we can rely on the
mathematics for an atomic BEC for DM. By precisely
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FIG. 4: A results of a numerical simulation showing the
DM density distribution on the x− y plane (a) before
and (b) during the collision of two equal galaxies with
total mass M = 107M⊙ and θ = 0.2. The interference
fringe is clearly shown in (b) at t = 0.8 Myr.
observing the rotation curves or gravitational lensing, one
can deduce the DM density distribution and 〈N〉ρ, which
is proportional to the total mass M = m〈N〉ρ.
The density matrix ρ = |Ψ0〉〈Ψ0| for the state in Eq.
(6) of the SFDM has a fixed N . Then, (∆(aA − aB))2,
which is related to the variance of the phase difference
between modes A and B (i.e., two colliding DM halos),
becomes a crucial quantity for the separability test. If
the DM particles in each mode maintain the same phase,
this variance should be exactly zero, which is impossi-
ble for separable states with a fixed N . A high-precision
numerical study with the SFDM [9] predicts the interfer-
ence fringes made by the colliding DM halos. Therefore,
we expect the quantum entanglement to be universal in
SFDM-dominated cosmic structures.
In astronomical situations directly measuring the
phase of the wave functions is difficult. However, because
the variance (∆(aA − aB))2 ≤ 〈(a†A − a†B)(aA − aB)〉ρ ≡
Nb, as a check of the inequality, measuring
Nb ≡ 〈b†b〉ρ = 〈a†AaA + a†BaB − a†AaB − a†BaA〉ρ (18)
= NA +NB − 〈a†AaB + a†BaA〉ρ,
which is the particle number in mode b ≡ aA − aB, is
sufficient [54].
To understand the meaning of the last correlation
term, we examine two colliding galactic halos with a rela-
tive phase θ and a 50 : 50 population ratio. The creation
operators for this system are
a†A =
1√
2
∫
d3r ψA(r, t)Ψˆ
†(r), (19)
a†B =
1√
2
∫
d3r ψB(r, t)Ψˆ
†(r),
where ψA(r, t) ≡ uA(r, t)eiQAr is the time-dependent
single-particle wave function of the halo A with an initial
wave vector QA; similarly, ψB(r, t) ≡ uB(r, t)eiQBr [60].
QA and QB of the galaxies can be estimated from the
physical properties of visible matter, such as the collid-
ing velocity of hydrogen gas in each galaxy. The uA,B is a
real function with normalization
∫
d3r u2A,B = 1. Then,
the time-dependent entangled state similar to |Ψ0〉 de-
scribing the pair of halos is
|N, t〉 ≡ 1√
2NN !
(∫
d3rψA(r, t)e
iθ/2 + ψB(r, t)e
−iθ/2
)N
Ψˆ†(r)|0〉,
(20)
which is similar to the result for colliding two-BEC sys-
tems in the lab. This time-dependent many-body quan-
tum state represents the two colliding BEC DM ha-
los (A and B) with a relative global phase difference θ
in their single-particle wave functions ψA and ψB, re-
spectably. Now, we consider the Fourier component of
the DM density distribution with a relative wave vector
Q ≡ QA −QB;
〈ρQ〉 ≡ 〈N, t|
∫
d3rΨˆ†(r)Ψˆ(r)eiQr|N, t〉 (21)
= 〈N, t|
∫
d3r(a†AuAe
−iQAr + a†BuBe
−iQBr)
(aAuAe
iQAr + aBuBe
iQBr)eiQr|N, t〉
= 〈N, t|a†AaB|N, t〉
= 〈N − 1, t|Ne
−iθ
2
|N − 1, t〉.
One can obtain the second equality by inverting Eq. (19)
and inserting Ψˆ(r). The third equality came from the
condition Q = QA − QB. After some straightforward
calculations, one can obtain the last equality. (See Eq.
(29) of Ref. 60 for details.) We find 〈ρ†Q〉 = 〈ρ−Q〉 =
〈N, t|a†BaA|N, t〉 = Neiθ/2. Therefore, for the entangled
state |N, t〉, Nb in Eq. (18) becomes
Nb = NA+NB−〈N, t|ρQ+ρ†Q|N, t〉 = N−Ncos(θ), (22)
which violates the inequality (Eq. (17)) theoretically
when θ < cos−1(3/4) = 0.723 for large N . (This rela-
tion could also be useful for detecting the entanglement
of an atomic BEC.) In a sense, Nb measures a destructive
interference. (Nb is maximum for θ = pi.)
How can we observe Nb astronomically in this case?
One might obtain 〈ρQ〉 and, hence Nb by carefully ob-
serving the DM density distribution
ρ(r) ≡ 〈N, t|Ψˆ†(r)Ψˆ(r)|N, t〉 (23)
6in the colliding galaxies by observing rotation curves or
gravitational lensing and taking the Fourier transforma-
tion of ρ(r) by using Eq. (21) with an estimated Q.
Then, checking the deviation of the following inequality
from Eq. (17)
Nb ≥ N
4
− 7
8
(24)
is enough to decide the separability for the example we
considered. In this way, the entanglement of galactic
DM can be detected, in principle, by observing interfer-
ences, albeit technically challenging. Similarly, if we use
〈(a†A + a†B)(aA + aB)〉ρ = N +Ncos(θ), we can detect a
constructive interference. As a byproduct, one can ob-
tain the relative phase difference θ of two halos, too.
Figure 4 shows an example of an interference pattern
obtained from a three-dimensional numerical solution of
the SPEs. We assumed Gaussian wave packets for the
two initial halos with θ = 0.2 and an initial relative ve-
locity 4× 10−4c. Then, we solved the SPEs by using the
fast Fourier transformation code [61]. Separable DM
such as CDM cannot have such a clear interference pat-
tern as described above.
IV. DISCUSSION
We show that, in the SFDM theory, two arbitrary
regions of a galaxy are entangled even when no self-
interaction occurs among DM particles due to the na-
ture of a BEC. The entanglement between a region and
other parts of the current observable universe can be sim-
ilarly estimated using a formula. A rough estimate gives
SE ≃ 12 ln(Mu/M⊙) + 102.42 ≃ 127.74 at least, where
Mu = O(10
22)M⊙ is the total DM mass of the universe.
The inflation period in the early universe might have pro-
vided a chance for quantum coherence among widely sep-
arated cosmic structures; however, whether actual en-
tanglement occurs among independent galactic halos is
unclear. The entanglement of SFDM we consider is not
from the inflationary phase, but from the generic prop-
erty of a BEC. On the other hand, CDM particles such as
WIMPs are usually very massive, and their number den-
sity is too low to have a condensation. Thus, we expect
CDM particles not to have the macroscopic entanglement
considered in this paper.
Because SFDM with an ultra-light mass can be a vi-
able alternative to CDM, understanding the observa-
tional differences between the two models is important.
The SFDM can show a macroscopic quantum behavior
because this DM has galactic-scale correlation and coher-
ence, and it is robust against the decoherence induced by
light or visible matter while conventional CDM particles
are usually thought to be classical incoherent objects. A
clear interference fringe in DM halos can appear in the
SFDM model as a result of entanglement. Therefore, en-
tanglement of DM can be another criterion that can be
used to distinguish SFDM from CDM, for which obser-
vational effects, such as interference fringes, are worth of
more studies.
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